
Between 2009 and 2014, i completed the portrait series Berlin Artists, for which i
photographed more than five hundred visual artists who lived and worked in Ber-
lin at the time. the photographic work is based on conversations with the artists
and, in stagings that were adapted to the individual person and the situation,
explores their artistic practices and themes. my goal was to show the motivations
and modes of expression of a wide range of artists through portraiture. i wanted
to make visible their aesthetic and ideational explorations, while also highlighting
the richness and internationality of contemporary art in Berlin. in the following, i
will elaborate on my own artistic approach, on the genesis of Berlin Artists, its
underlying processes, the backgrounds of selected portraits as well as their rela-
tion to one another.

my own ArtistiC ApproACh And BACKground

through my artistic work, i aim to gain a better understanding of the world and
myself. i work systematically, analytically, intuitively, and am unbiased as to the
result. my works—photographic series, films, interactive installations—are experi-
ments that take place in settings of my choosing which are meant to give access to
the subject i am exploring. experiencing my artworks will ideally engender episte-
mological processes. to illustrate my artistic approach and to facilitate the under-
standing of the visual language of my portraits, i would like to mention four staged
still lifes from my early series Da ist (there is, 1997).

the first photograph (fig. 1.1) shows a brick that appears to be both immobile
and falling; the second photograph (fig. 1.2) shows a liquid being poured and
assuming the shape of a wine glass; the third photograph (fig. 1.3) is of the cast
shadow of a bottle without showing the bottle; the fourth photograph (fig. 1.4)
shows an unlit candle that nevertheless produces a glow. these images investigate
the interrelationship between outside and inside, between perception and inter-
pretation. the experimental series served to evoke images in the mind of the
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1.1: till Cremer, ohne titel [untitled], from the series da ist [there is], 1997/2019,
monochrome negative, digitally remastered, 24 × 36 mm. 1.2: till Cremer, ohne titel
[untitled], da ist [there is], 1997/2019, monochrome negative, digitally remastered, 24 × 36 mm.

1.3: till Cremer, ohne titel [untitled], da ist [there is], 1997/2019, monochrome negative,
digitally remastered, 24 × 36 mm. 1.4: till Cremer, ohne titel [untitled], da ist [there is],
1997/2019, monochrome negative, digitally remastered, 24 × 36 mm.
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viewer that would complement or question the pictures based on the viewer’s sub-
jective experience. the photographs provide a frame for personal experience that
is meant to enable insight by disrupting viewing habits while simultaneously caus-
ing visual associations.

Berlin Artists includes documentary, staged, and allegorical pictorial informa-
tion which, in subtle or direct ways, tells us something about the art and the per-
sonality of the portrayed artists. elements of the compositions were deliberately
chosen and staged in order to convey visual information.

genesis of the series BERLIN ARTISTS

when, in the summer of 2009, i arrived at the idea of a portrait series about artists
in Berlin, i had lived in the city only for a short time and did not possess in-depth
knowledge of the contemporary art being created here. so how did it happen that
i visited and photographed such a vast number of artists over the course of five
years? in answering this question, i will describe the personal circumstances that
were the artistic driving force behind this photographic field research.

my older brother and i were inseparable growing up. from early childhood on,
we drew and painted together, created comics, figures, and fantasy worlds, all in
an atmosphere of mutual inspiration. As a young adult, my brother developed a
mental illness. my first photographic portraits are from that time: a sequence in
black and white that shows him reading and drawing, his two main occupations.
prompted by me, he looks directly into the camera in one of the photos (fig. 2). in
the subsequent years, my brother was caught in a spiral of suffering and painted
many expressive paintings before he took his life in 2005, aged thirty-two. i lost
the person who i had felt deeply, wordlessly connected to, who had understood me
and whom i had understood.

late in 2008, a teaching position brought me from the rhineland to Berlin. the
metropolis breathed informality and dormant potential. i sensed that in Berlin
there was time and room for me to develop my own, free ideas. the distance to
home allowed me to take a step back from the tragic event and to regain a sense of
self. Also, after having worked in film production and as a freelance graphic
designer for several years, i seemed to have instinctively found my way back to fine
art in Berlin. here, it seemed possible to live unconventionally and to have an
artistic practice. the city’s free-spirited atmosphere and its affordable rents
attracted and continue to attract countless artists, especially of Anglo-American
and western european backgrounds. it felt like in no other place were there quite
as many artists, that nowhere else was so much art being made and exhibited as in
Berlin. Both then and now, shows open nearly every day. the exhibition calendar
INDEX Berlin, or the handwritten lists by the french performance artist turbo Jam-
bon (fig. 3)—“omnipresent at art openings and other art events in Berlin”—give an
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idea of the established Berlin art world as well as of the countless independent
initiatives and project spaces.1, 2

This unique environment helped me pursue my desire for artistic expression;
it inspired me to portray artists in Berlin, to explore and record their work in pho-
tography. the loss i suffered paradoxically gave me the courage and the persever-
ance necessary for this long-term project.

2: till Cremer, wolf tankred roger Cremer, ca. 1993/2019, monochrome
negative, digitally remastered, 24 × 36 mm.
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3: turbo Jambon, handwritten list of art events in Berlin, June 2019,
ball pen on paper, detail, 29,7 × 21 cm.
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photogrAphiC ApproACh And equipment

An aesthetic question posed itself at the beginning of my endeavor: how and with
what camera did i want to take my pictures? i did not have a production budget.
professional dslr cameras were expensive and their resolution limited. Analogue
slrs, however, were affordable. Also, using film offered painterly aesthetics, a
physical project archive, and practically limitless resolution. i decided to work
with analog photography.

on the recommendation of the head of the photography workshop at the
Braunschweig university of Art, where i had studied, i acquired a mamiya 645 with
a special 4:3 aspect ratio.3 using this medium format camera, an additional small-
format camera, and a number of different lenses, i started out by taking black-and-
white and color test photographs of artist acquaintances.

this pilot study led to several fundamental decisions that significantly influ-
ence the aesthetics of my photographs: i decided to work exclusively with light-
sensitive standard lenses, reversal film, continuous light, and to shoot solely hand-
held in the portrait format. for what i had in mind, using color film seemed
indispensable as an information medium. to illuminate the artists and to be able
to take pictures without a tripod, working more responsively, i required an extra
light source, a 1000-watt halogen spotlight with 3400 Kelvin. it was only by inter-
acting and working intuitively that i was able to create intimate moments, captur-
ing an open, at times self-forgetful expression in the artists’ eyes. i reduced motion
blurring by keeping my exposure time to a maximum of one two-hundred-and-
fiftieth of a second. my need to move freely and to act immediately led me to work-
ing with a technologically scaled-down concept. this, however, put high require-
ments on the film material: to compensate for the dim light often found in the
spaces in which i photographed, i exposed iso 400 films at iso 1600, iso 200 films
at iso 800. this in turn required a maximum push processing of the films by two
stops.4 the resulting photographs have more grain, a steeper gradation curve, and
therefore less detail in shadow and light. As a result of this method, areas that in
the originals would be black sometimes appear dark brown or dark blue. Addition-
ally, the different color temperatures of the local lighting—blue, green or yellow—
mix with the warm white of my lamp. the images’ resulting analog and experi-
mental aesthetics is characterized by precisely the soft, painterly quality i sought.

since i realized my portrait series exclusively with my own resources, i needed
to work economically and use only one roll of film per person, whenever possible.
this quantitative limitation imposed by the use of film meant that i could take
fifteen concentrated shots of each person, usually trying out two or three different
angles and motifs.
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Choosing the Artists

having answered the technical questions, i was faced with the next challenge: how
would i arrive at a compelling range of artists for my project? my intention was not
to simply follow the mechanisms of the art market or to portray only established
artists, whose names i could have easily researched by looking at pertinent events,
institutions and publications. rather, i was interested in a broader spectrum of
professional visual artists: people who—against all odds—dedicate themselves to
artistic searching. i was going to work on creating a comprehensive picture of this
group of people, one that paid no heed to their age, origins, personal background,
practice, or position in the art market.

therefore, my core strategy for selecting artists was to ask those already pho-
tographed to recommend further artists. to get started, i researched several peo-
ple who ideally would differ in terms of their age, origin, and practice.

Karin sander’s group exhibition Zeigen: Eine Audiotour durch Berlin (showing. An
Audio tour through Berlin) at temporäre Kunsthalle Berlin (2009) was one of my
sources.5 the exhibition project comprised 566 contributions by artists living and
working in Berlin, from which i chose around thirty. furthermore, the cultural
center Künstlerhaus Bethanien, at my request, kindly sent me the contacts of their
current artists-in-residence in their international studio program.6 Connections
from the circle of the Braunschweig university of Art complemented my list.

Among the people i photographed in december 2009 were both emerging and
established artists, including roland stratmann, Christian hoischen, guy Zagursky,
and, starting in January 2010, Käthe Kruse, Alicja Kwade, ulrike mohr, Annika
hippler, John Bock, nezaket ekici, hans hemmert, eVA & Adele, thomas eller,
isabell heimerdinger, Alexej meschtschanow, Jonathan monk, Anselm reyle, Joep
van liefland, damien deroubaix, Via lewandowsky, gunna schmidt, matthias
Bitzer, ingo gerken, tatjana doll, frank nitsche, patrycja german, and howard
mcCalebb.

many of the artists recommended friends with whom they had gone to art
school as well as colleagues with whom they shared a gallery, a studio, or an artistic
orientation, who were from the same generation, the same country or city, or whose
work they appreciated especially. As an example, figure 4 shows the recommenda-
tions of eVA & Adele, thomas rentmeister, and thomas scheibitz. figure 5 shows
two paths of recommendations that began with thomas eller. eller recommended,
among others, tatjana doll, who in turn recommended, among others, isa
melsheimer. melsheimer referred me to one single artist—martin städeli—saying
that the swiss-born artist had an exceptional studio full of papier-mâché figures.
on the recommendation of eberhard havekost, i photographed heidi specker, who
also referred me to only one artist: wawrzyniec tokarski, her studio neighbor. A
number of artists were referred multiple times. figure 7 shows, for example, that
lisa Junghanß was recommended four times: by eVA & Adele, Klaus Jörres, Cornelia
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renz, and thomas scheibitz. these examples go to show how i entered different
circles through a few people and how i was able to explore the ramified, overlap-
ping, and coinciding networks of these professional and social interrelations.

i continued to add names of people i researched myself to my rapidly growing
list. my most important sources in this respect were the art fairs Art forum Berlin
(1996–2010), art berlin contemporary (2008–2016), gallery weekend Berlin,7 Künstler-
haus Bethanien, the dAAd Artists-in-Berlin program,8 Autocenter – Contemporary

4: recommendations by eVA & Adele, thomas rentmeister, and
thomas scheibitz. 5: recommendation[s] by thomas eller, tatjana
doll, and isa melsheimer as well as eberhard havekost, and heidi
specker. Both strands end with artists who did not recommend any
further artists. 6: recommendation[s] by Annika hippler, gregor
hildebrandt, matthias Bitzer and Corinne wasmuht. hannu prinz did
not recommend any further artists.
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7: multiple recommendations of the same artist at the example of
lisa Junghanß. 8: multiple recommendations of the same artist at
the example of Katharina grosse.

Art Berlin (2001–2018),9 and the final project at temporäre Kunsthalle Berlin (2010),
curated by John Bock.10 Between 2009 and 2014, i compiled more than eight hun-
dred names—an image of the Berlin art scene at the time that had largely drawn
itself.
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it was never my intention to depict the full spectrum of artists living and
working in Berlin, which back then already counted at least five thousand indi-
viduals.11 rather, my series aimed to give an inspiring and communicative insight
into contemporary art in Berlin and to document some of the social, aesthetic,
ethical, and ideological aspects of the time and the culture.

BACKground informAtion on seleCted portrAits

to get in touch and to set up a meeting, i contacted the artists by e-mail. i explained
that i was working on a series about Berlin artists and that i wished to create por-
traits that would convey some of the aesthetic or thematic aspects of their artistic
personalities. in order to do so, i explained, i would like to meet them in places
connected to their work. in the majority of cases, i received a reply and it was seldom
that i was turned down. if i did not get any answer at all, i would try again later
(my serial e-mails may occasionally have ended up in spam folders.)

usually, i met the artists in their studios, where we would talk about their cur-
rent projects, i would look around and ask questions about their working method,
about existing works or works in progress and their backgrounds. i tried to create
a visual connection between the information obtained from these conversations
and striking elements or features found in the studios. the chosen angles aimed to
help the respective artistic approaches, themes, or processes enter the picture as
compellingly as possible and focused on the artists’ expressions, aiming to show
them in natural, uncontrived poses.

examples of shots for which nothing about the site-specific situations was
changed are the portraits of lothar hempel, ulrike ottinger, hans hemmert, Boris
mikhailov, reynold reynolds, and Bettina Krieg. ulrike ottinger (fig. 12) stands in
front of a shelf holding labeled boxes of slides and packaged photographic paper,
attached to which is a rolled-up projecting screen. this archive makes reference to
her media: photography and film. Boris mikhailov (fig. 14.1) sits in a black leather
armchair in front of a black background. the shot appears like a classic portrait. in
fact, a black molleton was affixed to one of the living room walls, in front of which
mikhailov presumably took self-portraits, a circumstance which i used for my
composition. with an aura created by backlighting, reynold reynolds (fig. 14.2)
stands, slightly off-center, in front of a plant in a room that seems antiquated. in
the background one can make out wooden furniture, a cage, framed pictures,
cables, tools as well as a somewhat inauthentic-looking stone wall. this apparent
basement room was a set for his piece The Lost, which he was working on at the
time.12 Bettina Krieg (fig. 15.2) sits in a three-dimensional drawing, its appearance
as a sphere the result of the viewing angle of the photograph. she is in the midst of
her artistic cosmos, surrounded by black-and-white drawings and image objects. in
this photograph, the aesthetics and technique of her art as well as the symbolism
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of the portrait are immediate and palpable. hans hemmert (fig. 13) stands in the
middle of his studio. in the foreground, one sees a desk with everyday objects: a
water bottle, stacked papers, books. in the background, there are two sculptural
objects, contrasting strongly with the white wall with photos, a drawing, and a
rounded, white shape behind them. one of the sculptural objects consists of a
branch over which a bright yellow bag-like shape is draped loosely. the other con-
struction has a sawhorse as its base, to which a thin wooden beam is attached
vertically with two screw clamps, hanging over the end of which is another yellow
bag shape, which in turn is protected by an open black umbrella. this construction
and hemmert’s physical posture oddly correspond. to me, this mysterious parallel
between artist and work makes this portrait one of the most fascinating in the
series.

in certain cases, i would suggest gestures and poses as a means of generating
or intensifying a visual message. examples here would be the portraits of frank
nitsche, ingo gerken, and Alexej meschtschanow. ingo gerken (fig. 10.1) leans
against a wall onto which he has taped the outline of a house. the roll of tape
encloses his left wrist like a massive bracelet and connects him to his wall drawing
in a spatial and temporal sense. gerken’s serious expression emphasizes here the
delicate irony that often accompanies his minimalist formal language. Alexej
meschtschanow (fig. 10.4) stands, his arms crossed behind his back, in front of a
hulking metal sculpture that seems to be a substitute for his own concealed arms.
the image makes reference to sculptural works in which meschtschanow combines
photographs, objects and pieces of furniture with prosthesis-like metal construc-
tions. the head of frank nitsche (fig. 9) rests on a pedestal made of beverage cans
and stickers—things he has collected on his many international journeys (“the
only luxury he grants himself [my translation].”).13

in order to underline features and characteristics or to evoke certain associa-
tions in the viewer’s mind, i occasionally asked artists for personal items to be
integrated into the image. A photograph of eVA & Adele, for example, shows them
both holding an old teddy bear, which they got from their bedroom after i had
asked them if they had any personal object around that could be included in the
picture. Also, spontaneous suggestions made by the artists often inspired me to
create playful, performative scenes. examples here would be the portraits of patrycja
german, nezaket ekici, and Jonathan meese, all of them working, among others, in
the medium of performance. patryjca german (fig. 10.2) wanted to be in the nude
for the portrait, as she is in her performances. i asked her if she would pose in her
sunny bedroom like sandro Botticelli’s Venus (1485/1486) so as to underline her
self-expression. i carefully arranged her shoes and clothes at her feet. nezaket
ekici (fig. 15.1), for her portrait, put on a dress covered with long quills. At my
request, she stood on her desk, backlit by the open window. her hands, which she
moved slowly over her body during the shot, are prevented from touching it by the
quills. Jonathan meese, without batting an eyelash, tied on a snoopy apron, donned
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a sun helmet, and picked up and held in his arms one of several wooden horses that
were standing around. i photographed him wearing this outfit, standing among
several paintings.

multiple exposures were used when, as in the case of mattias härenstam
(fig. 10.3), there was a lack of expressive visual reference points in the location or
when it was required for other reasons related to the artists’ themes and processes.
härenstam’s working space, for example, was set up with a shelf and a desk, where
he was editing a film, the dark and surreal atmosphere of which i tried to express
with an equally unreal portrait.

some artists had very specific ideas for their image. in those cases, i put my
own ideas aside and respectfully realized theirs. examples here are the portraits of
Astali/peirce (fig. 16.1) and Cécile B. evans (fig. 16.2).

most of the photo sessions lasted one or two hours, sometimes several. the
shortest encounter was the one with Ólafur elíasson. After a tour through his
multi-story studio by one of his assistants, i was given a fifteen-minute slot to
shoot. Anselm reyle, too, showed me his studio first and then gave me exactly half
an hour to stage him in his “production line.” when i worked with Käthe Kruse, by
contrast, we spent several hours together. for one of the shots, we hung a Japanese-
inspired fabric print of hers on a living room wall we had cleared, using it as a

9: till Cremer, frank nitsche, Berlin-Kreuzberg, 15 september 2010
#allegory #inspiration, from the series Berlin Artists, 2010/2019, color
reversal film, digitally remastered, 4.5 × 6 cm.
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10.1: till Cremer, ingo gerken, Berlin-Kreuzberg, 2 september 2010 #allegory #subject,
Berlin Artists, 2010/2019, color reversal film, digitally remastered, 4.5 × 6 cm. 10.2: till
Cremer, patrycja german, Berlin-gesundbrunnen, 28 september 2010 #allegory #subject, Berlin
Artists, 2010/2019, color reversal film, digitally remastered, 4.5 × 6 cm. 10.3: till Cremer,
mattias härenstam, Berlin-friedrichshain, 13 April 2011 #allegory #subject, Berlin Artists,
2011/2019, color reversal film, digitally remastered, 4.5 × 6 cm. 10.4: till Cremer, Alexej
meschtschanow, Berlin-weißensee, 10 August 2010 #allegory #subject, Berlin Artists, 2010/2019,
color reversal film, digitally remastered, 4.5 × 6 cm.
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background, while she dressed in an outfit to match, complete with a Japanese
handbag. for the portrait of Annika hippler, who uses laser beams as an artistic
medium, i worked with multiple exposures. in a dark room, i successively photo-
graphed different patterns she cast on the wall with a laser before i took a picture
of her lying on the floor.

the level of engagement with the artists depended on how much time they
had, how open they were towards me and on the material available in their studios.
my goal was always to grasp the essence of the respective artistic personality in a
manner that was both analytical and empathetic, and to playfully bring this to life
in the photograph.

After five years and more than five hundred encounters, i took my last shots
for Berlin Artists in the fall of 2014. on october 13th, i portrayed the painters isa
schmidlehner and Jin lie with their newborn child. that same year, production of
the photographic film i was working with ceased altogether.14

11: till Cremer, lothar hempel, Berlin-Kreuzberg, 13 december 2011 #material, Berlin Art-
ists, 2011/2019, color reversal film, digitally remastered, 4.5 × 6 cm. 12: till Cremer, ulrike
ottinger, Berlin-Kreuzberg, 22 march 2013 #medium, Berlin Artists, 2013/2019, color reversal
film, digitally remastered, 4.5 × 6 cm.
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13: till Cremer, hans hemmert, Berlin-wedding, 25 march 2010 #process, Berlin Artists,
2010/2019, color reversal film, digitally remastered, 4.5 × 6 cm. 14.1: till Cremer, Boris
mikhailov, Berlin-wilmersdorf, 8 July 2014 #setting, Berlin Artists, 2014/2019, color reversal film,
digitally remastered, 4.5 × 6 cm. 14.2: till Cremer, reynold reynolds, Berlin-pankow, 4 July
2012 #setting, Berlin Artists, 2012/2019, color reversal film, digitally remastered, 4.5 × 6 cm.
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15.1: till Cremer, nezaket ekici, Berlin-mitte, 25 february 2010 #subject, Berlin Artists, 2010/2019,
color reversal film, digitally remastered, 4.5 × 6 cm. 15.2: till Cremer, Bettina Krieg, Berlin-
Kreuzberg, 29 June 2012 #subject, Berlin Artists, 2012/2019, color reversal film, digitally remastered,
4.5 × 6 cm. 16.1: till Cremer, Astali/peirce, Berlin-mitte, 27 April 2012 #suggestion, Berlin Artists,
2012/2019, color reversal film, digitally remastered, 4.5 × 6 cm. 16.2: till Cremer, Cécile B. evans,
Berlin-mitte, 1 April 2011 #suggestion, Berlin Artists, 2011/2019, color
reversal film, digitally remastered, 4.5 × 6 cm.
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linKs And relAtionships Between the portrAits

in the meantime, i analyzed and grouped the images of the series according to
subjects and formal attributes. similar to using social media hashtags, i tagged the
portraits with one or several keywords to identify unconscious or conscious inten-
tions along with external commonalities. in doing so, i realized that the complex
work was becoming more accessible to me. the nearly unmanageable abundance of
portraits was becoming workable and articulated; the portraits’ statements were
becoming more pronounced and their connections to one another more visible.

the portrait of frank nitsche (fig. 9), for example, was tagged with the terms
“allegory” and “inspiration” to designate the allegory of traveling (his source of
inspiration) which the picture expressed for me. the word “allegory” also describes
my intuitive intervention, a suggestive visual symbolism that was meant to amplify
what was already there, intensifying it ironically or even making it visible in the
first place.

in the case of ulrike ottinger (fig. 12), i used the term “medium,” as this aspect
of her artistic work is the one that is most prominently conveyed by the photo-
graph. the portrait of lothar hempel (fig. 11) foregrounds the material with which
he works and is consequently tagged with “material.” the image of hans hemmert
(fig. 13) may best be described with the word “process.” this term spans a variety
of images that document a given state of production, and which thus convey very
diverse information. Boris mikhailov (fig. 14.1) and reynold reynolds (fig. 14.2) are
each shown in the “setting” of their own artistic production, which is the tag i
used for them. the portraits of nezaket ekici (fig. 15.1) and Bettina Krieg (fig. 15.2)
make reference to the theme or the subject of each of their artistic practices and
are therefore tagged with “subject.”

the photographs of ingo gerken (fig. 10.1), patrycja german (fig. 10.2), matthias
härenstam (fig. 10.3), and Alexej meschtschanow (fig. 10.4) likewise make reference
to the themes or subjects of these artists’ practices but at the same time they are
allegories. my system allows me to tag these stagings with “allegory” and “subject,”
and they are linked to the portraits of ekici and Krieg as well as to that of nitsche.

Astali/peirce (fig. 16.1) and Cécile B. evans (fig. 16.2) had very particular scenes
for their portraits in mind. the artist duo wished to be photographed with a screen
and a styrofoam ball, crouching in a built-in wardrobe, while evans in her portrait
lies in bed with a cigarette. portraits that are the result of concrete suggestions
such as these were grouped under the term “suggestion.”

quite a few artists used their art objects to conceal their faces. this formal
commonality led me to label this group of images with the simple term “mask.”

Assigning keywords to the portraits allowed me to access the pictures through
a level of comparability; it created subject-related connections and opened the
images for a studium (in the sense used by roland Barthes) regarding their mes-
sages.15
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empiriCAl dAtA

from the beginning, i listed the names of all artists—both those whose names i
had researched and those who had been recommended to me—on my website,
which also showed a selection of portraits while the project was still ongoing. After
one year, the list of names and photographed people had become so extensive that
i chose to develop a database-supported system to keep track. the website (no lon-
ger public today, instead serving me as a tool and an archive) included the names
of all artists—those already photographed, those recommended to me, and those
whose names i had researched myself—some portraits, as well as the city districts
and dates of those photographs, and the photographed artists’ date and place of
birth. for a limited time, the portrayed artists could access their data to make
additions or corrections. several images from the series, including the production
data and information about the artists, as well as an ever-growing list of photo-
graphed artists were consistently accessible to the public.

for my lecture at the symposium Artist Complex. Images of Artists in Photography,
i analyzed the collected data about the artists. the oldest artist is Bob rutman
(b. 1931), the youngest is Kato six (b. 1986). in the most strongly represented age
groups (1966–1978), women make up 42 percent, in the older ones (1965–1931) 31 per-
cent, and in the younger ones (1979–1986) 43 percent. the average percentage of
women is 40 percent. more than 270 of the photographed artists were born in ger-
many, more than twenty in the united states, more than fifteen in france, italy,
switzerland, and the united Kingdom respectively, more than ten in Austria, den-
mark, the netherlands, and sweden respectively, six in Australia, Canada, and spain
respectively, and three in russia and turkey respectively. Artists born in eastern
europe are represented only marginally. except for a small number of individuals
from israel, Japan, south Africa, and south Korea, artists from African and Asian
countries as well as from south America figure only occasionally in my project.
twenty-four percent of the artists were located in the Kreuzberg district, 14 per-
cent in gesundbrunnen (many in the uferhallen, a studio complex threatened
today by gentrification),16 12 percent each in mitte and prenzlauer Berg, and 9 per-
cent in neukölln. in the districts of französisch Buchholz, lichterfelde, tegel and
wilmersdorf, i photographed one person in each case, and in the periphery of Berlin,
in places such as finsterwalde, gerswalde, and neuendorf im sande, i also photo-
graphed one person in each case.17
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An Attempt At ContextuAliZing BERLIN ARTISTS

Berlin Artists is an anthropological and photographic field research, an artistic
experimental system that builds on three process levels.18 i see the selection of the
artists as the first level, in which the threads of recommendations spread out hor-
izontally, ramified, and developed connections. the path that unfolded as a result
of my chosen methodology was unknown to me at the beginning of the project.
the empirical data that resulted convey a sense of the social composition of Berlin’s
art scene. the meetings with the artists are the second level, in which the work
grew vertically and, creating time capsules of its own, produced specific, individ-
ual content. the artistic outcome of each encounter could not be predicted and
required an open, mindful approach on my part. whether or not a compelling
image was created depended very much on how open-minded the artists were. my
photographic approach—the third level—was a creative, productive experiment,
the results of which, unlike in digital photography, were not instantly accessible
and often surprised me. this element of unpredictability and artistic experimenta-
tion, to me, is precisely what lends analog photography its appeal.

while every portrait can be considered in its own right, it is only in their
entirety and systematic juxtaposition that the individual pictures of my organically
grown, long-term project manifest their full force and significance.

translated by elfi seidel

1 https://www.indexberlin.com. Accessed
on January 22, 2021.
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